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KSU to host BODYTRAFFIC
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Kennesaw State University’s Department of Dance will host BODYTRAFFIC in collaboration with the
American College Dance Association (ACDA) at the KSU Dance Theater on the Marietta campus on
March 27 at 8 p.m.
The performance will feature work from acclaimed Israeli choreographers Barak Marshall and Hofesh
Shechter.
BODYTRAFFIC is a world-renowned contemporary dance company from Los Angeles. The performance
will emphasize movement invention, technical excellence and artistic depth.
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“I wanted to curate works that had substantive intellectual and choreographic depth,” said Dr. Ivan
Pulinkala, dean of the College of the Arts and founding chair of the Department of Dance. “Since KSU
Dance has a curricular focus on Israeli dance, it was appropriate to feature the work of two acclaimed
Israeli choreographers.”
BODYTRAFFIC was named “the company of the future” by the Joyce Theater Foundation. Although
rooted in Los Angeles, the company was selected by the Obama Administration as a cultural
ambassador for the U.S. to Israel and Jordan. The company consists of highly trained dancers and
choreographers who are recognized for their exceptional artistic capabilities and their love of dance.
Since its beginnings in 2007, the company has performed for sold out audiences at venues and festivals
all over the world.
“As hosts of the 2019 Southeast regional ACDA conference, KSU Dance will welcome participants from
25 colleges and universities,” said Harrison Long, associate dean and interim chair of the Department of
Dance. “It’s a special honor for a regional festival to include a performance by an elite contemporary
company like BODYTRAFFIC.”
To purchase tickets, visit arts.kennesaw.edu/dance or call 470-578-6650.

US Postal Jobs (Hiring) - Now Hiring For 2019 Positions.
Starting Salary is $72,391 a Year. postalexam473.com
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